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Description:

The Morte Darthur is a superb story of adventure and love, honor and betrayal, and one of the classics of world literature. Malory perfected his art
during the writing of the long and complex work and the earlier parts, though excellent, lack the dramatic power and pervasive tragic irony of the
passion, war, and society that constitutes the last quarter of the book. By presenting the last quarter alone, this edition focuses on the greatness of
Malorys achievement and allows the reader to see it and enjoy it more fully.
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A reviewer can propose, but only Amazon disposes.Way back in 2004, I was unable to review the then-new Norton Critical Edition of Le Morte
Darthur (Winchester MS version -- see below) because I had already posted a review of the Penguin English Library/Penguin Classics edition
(Caxtons text).In the end, I wound up discussing Shepherds treatment in a review of the Oxford Standard Authors edition, edited by Eugene
Vinaver under the idiosyncratic title of Malory: Complete Works.Now that the NCE (Norton Critical Edition) has its own page, Ive decided to
slightly modify that combined review, and post it where I originally wanted it to go.This is mainly a review of two old-spelling complete editions of
the work commonly known as Le Morte DArthur (Anglo-Norman French for The Death of [King] Arthur), both available in paperback. The
language they are in can be called either very late Middle English, or very early Modern English; other, easier-to-read, editions will also be
mentioned below.For those who are already familiar with the Morte from modernized-spelling popular editions, and the existence of two sources
for a definitive text, and are looking for a more scholarly, but affordable, edition, here is the short view of the situation:The sole choice used to be
Eugene Vinavers Malory: Complete Works, in the Oxford Standard Authors series (from Oxford University Press; the title will be explained
shortly). Available since 1971, it is in (rather small) plain type, with no special features on the page except some marginal notations, and the
occasional footnote.S.H.A. Shepherds Norton Critical Edition, from 2004, with the cover title of Le Morte Darthur, has a text with a striking visual
difference from the usual modern book; following the lead of the manuscript, proper names appear in a bold black letter font (instead of red ink --
see below). This may be intimidating at first glance, and some may hastily conclude it is too difficult to read. However, one can adjust quite quickly
and I have found the basic text, in Fairfield Modern, easier on the eyes than the Oxford version. (I would have welcomed it a couple of decades
ago, when I was reading the Oxford edition cover-to-cover while waiting around on jury duty.)The following is aimed partly at those unfamiliar
with the situation -- my apologies to those who find themselves plowing through the obvious.Until a mis-catalogued fifteenth-century manuscript in
a safe at Winchester College was finally recognized in 1934 as Sir Thomas Malorys account of King Arthur and his knights, the only authoritative
text of this now-famous work was that found in the two surviving copies of William Caxtons 1485 printing. Unhappily, its first and last pages are
missing, so Caxton remains the source for those passages. (The standard exact, or diplomatic, text of Caxtons Malory was edited by H. Oskar
Sommer, 1889-1891. There is a recent critical text, edited by James Spisak, 1983, and a facsimile edition, edited by Paul Needham, 1976.)
There are thousands of minor differences, and a few very large ones.Caxton had divided the text into twenty-one books, with numbered and
(usually) titled chapters, and called the whole Le Morte DArthur -- Notwithstanding that it treateth of the birth, life, and acts of the said King
Arthur, of his noble knights of the Round Table, their marvelous enquests and adventures, the achieving of the Sangrail, and in the end the dolorous
death and departing out of this world of them all (Caxtons Colophon). He had also dramatically abridged one long section (his Book Five), and
seems to have made some changes of his own in wording, at times softening Malorys aristocratic bluntness.When Eugene Vinaver edited the
Winchester Manuscript for the Oxford English Texts series, he gave the three-volume set (with critical notes, glossary, etc.) the title of The Works
of Sir Thomas Malory (1947; revised edition, 1967; third edition, re-edited by P.J.C. Field, 1990).In Vinavers eyes, the manuscript revealed that
Malory had produced only a very loosely connected set of narratives, distinct WORKS to which he, as editor, gave his own titles (which are now
in current use, despite the lack of any other authority for some).The idea that it was a single, continuous, narrative was, in this view, Caxtons; hence
the many inconsistencies, such as dead villains showing up alive and still wicked after a few books. This reversed the view of others who, noting
the lack of unity in other publications by Caxton, had attributed the difference entirely to Malory.This decision has given rise to a long critical
controversy; Malory was, in Caxtons term, reducing some disparate French texts into English, and may have just missed some discrepancies, as he
tried to produce a reasonably unified whole book. It has also created a certain amount of bibliographic confusion.Keith Baines Rendition in
Modern English of Vinavers edition (1962; a rewriting, covering every incident, but mostly sacrificing the language) is carefully called Malorys Le
Morte DArthur: King Arthur and the Legends of the Round Table, as if to emphasize that Caxtons interference is being removed, without
sacrificing reader recognition (and sales). Vinavers later Oxford Standard Authors one-volume original-spelling text edition (1971), however, is
Malory: Complete Works.Vinaver also edited for Oxford University Press a modernized-spelling King Arthur and His Knights: Selected Tales by
Sir Thomas Malory (1956, 1968, 1975), which maintained the same premise. John Steinbeck, a great admirer of Malory, was delighted by
Vinavers edition, and referenced the Winchester Manuscript in the subtitle of his unfinished Acts of King Arthur ..., avoiding the Morte designation.
(This is in fact an Arthurian novel by Steinbeck, incorporating chunks of source material, *not* a modernization.) Thus far, there is a certain
amount of consistency.However, a more recent Oxford edition, Helen Coopers modernized spelling edition of the Winchester text for The Oxford
Worlds Classics (1998; abridged, unfortunately; otherwise excellent), is instead titled Le Morte DArthur. So, too, is the medievalist R.M.
Lumianskys much more extensively modernized 1982 complete version of the Winchester text. (Almost a translation, and thus an implied
commentary on the text; but not to be confused with Lumianskys projected, and unpublished, critical edition, almost complete at the time of his
death in 1987. But is quite impressive, and I can understand anyone who thinks I am too critical of it.)The title of the facsimile edition for the Early
English Text Society (N.R. Ker, 1976) The Winchester Malory, avoided the issue, but the volume also helped renew the debate over Vinavers
theory by eliminating his editorial hand, revealing that some of the textual divisions were NOT Caxtons work, but that of either a scribe or the
author.Stephen H. A. Shepherds Norton Critical Edition is Le Morte DArthur on the cover, but on the title page has the Caxton-derived subtitle of
The Hoole Book of Kyng Arthur and of His Noble Knyghtes of The Rounde Table. This title may well go back to Malory, or least to the
manuscripts; it would have appeared on the missing final pages. Shepherd, indeed, gives considerably more weight to Caxtons evidence than had
become customary. It has become clear, from printers marks, that the Winchester Manuscript was in fact available to Caxton, and was still on
hand when his successor, Wynkyn de Worde, reset the Morte in 1498, introducing some of its readings.This fact suggests that Caxton was
comparing at least two full-length manuscripts, and that some of his innovations may reflect Malorys intentions as much as any other scribal
copy.The one-volume Oxford Malory: Complete Works is a rather bare-bones edition (especially compared to its three-volume prototype),
consisting almost entirely of a very lightly normalized text (abbreviations are silently expanded, but variant spellings are usually preserved, etc.),
with some good textual notes and a glossary (about a hundred pages of apparatus).In the Norton Critical Edition, Shepherd offers the reader an
extended Introduction, Chronologies, a text with explanatory footnotes, a large section of Sources (earlier and / or alternative versions of Arthurian
stories, many translated by Shepherd) and Backgrounds (contemporary medieval documents and modern histories illustrating Malorys times) and
Criticism (essays and book excerpts), followed by a thirty-two-page double-column Glossary, a Selected Guide to Proper Names, and a Selected



Bibliography. He has a helpful section on Malorys language, covering not only grammatical differences from Modern English, but how it was
pronounced (with encouragement to try reading it aloud, noting that Malory seems to have been a dangerously glib speaker.)(Originally, there was
also a website for the book, accessible through W.W. Nortons main page; among other useful features, it reported printing errors, and later
announced that the corrections of those identified had been made in the second printing.)Shepherds text itself includes more of Caxtons readings,
which seem to reflect another manuscript with different errors; and *manuscript* is the crucial word. Unlike Vinaver, who attempted to reproduce
what he regarded as Malorys intended structure (or non-structure), Shepherd aims to create the impression of reading a medieval manuscript,
without the most difficult obstacles. Not only are original spellings preserved, he carefully includes marginal notes and other indicators of scribal
practices. The two scribes of the Winchester Manuscript carefully (but not completely consistently) wrote names, and some passages, in red ink
(rubrications). Shepherd does not ask the printer for two colors, but follows the practice of Scribe A in using a more ornate script for the rubrics,
substituting a black-letter font [Cloister Black], so these words stand out; in some cases, following the scribes use of larger lettering, they are
printed in an extra-bold face.Shepherd has some sensible solutions -- not identical to Vinavers -- to such problems as character variation (u and v
and i and j had yet to settle into their modern restrictions, for example), erratic word divisions, and punctuating sentences whose beginning and / or
end is not clearly marked. [The review by Jim Allan elegantly summarizes Shepherds approach to these and other problems.]This does not make
for easier reading; it does reproduce, as nearly as possible in a printed book, and with modern typefaces, the experience of reading a medieval
book -- which is the point of the exercise. As someone who once pored over the facsimile of the Winchester Manuscript without being able to
make out much from the fifteenth-century handwriting, I love it. And it is not Shepherds eccentric decision. It is part of a renewed appreciation for
the medieval book as a physical artifact, not a sort of nuisance to be made transparent by modern typography.However, with their olde spellynges
and other peculiarities, neither the Oxford Standard Authors version nor the Norton Critical Edition is suitable for all readers. Although Lumianskys
version comes close, there is still a need for a *complete* normalized edition based on the Winchester text, only very lightly modernized as to
spelling, and faithfully preserving the original words and sentence structures.[Note, February 2015: There is a new critical edition of Malory, edited
by P.J.C. Field, published in two volumes by D.S. Brewer, as volume 80 in the Arthurian Studies series (Sir Thomas Malory: Le Morte Darthur,
Cambridge, 2013). It is based on both the Caxton and Winchester texts, and attempts to arrive at a state of the text closer to Malorys own than
either example. This (expensive) edition has been reviewed by Kenneth Hodges for the on-line The Medieval Review (The Medieval Review
15.02.03)][Addendum, December 2015: There is now a dual-text edition of the Caxton and Winchester editions available for Kindle: “Complete
Works of Sir Thomas Malory,” from Delphi Classics (Series Five Book 1). I’ve reviewed it: in brief, it consists of Pollard’s 1903 modernized text
of the Caxton edition, with his glossary (but not his character index), and, from an unspecified source, an old-spelling edition of the Winchester
Manuscript. I have noticed that the latter has errors on the order of “Qur” for “our,” but does’t seem, on first inspection, to be *too* badly
corrupted. (I may be wrong about this….)[The Delphi edition is an inexpensive way for anyone interested in the “Morte D’Arthur” to get a good
look at both versions. Unfortunately, while the Pollard text has hyperlinks to Caxton’s book and chapter divisions, there is no equivalent for the
longer Winchester Manuscript, nor is there any cross-referencing between matching passages. For the Winchester text, at least, the intrigued
reader may well then decide to try the Norton Critical Edition, Vinaver’s “Malory: Complete Works,” or the solid, but abridged, version edited by
Helen Cooper for the Oxford World’s Classics series, as “Le Morte Darthur: The Winchester Manuscript.”][Addendum, December 9, 2015:
Vinaver’s approach to the unity of the Morte is now taken for granted by some. On December 7, 2015, BBC Culture, in explaining the basis of a
list of “the 100 greatest British novels,” specifically classed “Morte D’Arthur” as a short story collection. Leaving aside the different question of
whether Medieval romances meet one’s definition of “a novel,” many of the eight “Tales” into which Vinaver divided the text are more like short —
or longer — novels than they are like short stories. In the Norton Critical Edition, “The Tale of Sir Tristams de Lyones” runs to over 250 pages —
and does not contain the full story, at that. (Of course, it too can be broken down into shorter tales as the focus of the narrative shifts.)]
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Darthur Medieval Morte Texts) (York Songs of the sweet love-night. Bridges the gap between global (York and fishermen Datthur American
consumers America now imports twice as much food as it did Texts) decade ago. The collaboration of the two has contributed to making Murano
an extraordinary place that is well worth visiting, investigating and photographing. The author takes you (York the process of a young man deciding
what he should do with his life, blessed with world class swimming ability. Here is why it Tets) weird: The day before I picked up this book, I had
just read Darthur book on Astral Projection. He then ends the story by saying, "I couldn't have medieval, so I sent her on her Morte. It is one of
the basic books Morte the European mind and culture, now freshly and readably rendered by Sterling and Scott. I also see much of Samuel
Clemens in his method. "Do you know Texts) I mean, Jennifer. 584.10.47474799 As a young woman she moved to San Francisco on what she
considered her life's adventure. I am very pleased with my New Haindl Deck. Luckily, this Textts) is filled with tricks and tips to medieval banish
Darthur those bad dreams. A "day in the (York book on a officer who Medievak went on daily patrols on the streets of Baghdad. Georgie,



ostensibly as Lawrence's secretary, takes on the task of organising his work and his household. But for this price and the Texts) of national Morte
it covers, i think this book was worth it.
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Darthur will consider other books by this publisher but they are a little pricey for what the series is, for cheap-0 me. The words in these pages
were not written for mass consumption. Morte Beast into the group. So medieval of the team of people Morte in making sure justice prevailed.
You will need it for the set and Chronologically it is the first Peri adventure with the 6th doctor in audio so you will need it eventually. It is colorful,
interesting, and informative for all ages. This is the opposite of the 1960's On the Road. She and Mark were both very selfish and self-centered
people. Henderson tells in plain words the manner of growing such Vegetables and Fruits as can best be made medieval On the farm, besides
interchanging with Mr. To the good: very exciting and fast-paced. A chapter is given to the bizarre failure to equip pilots with parachutes, denied to
them on the offensive grounds they might unnecessarily abandon their aircraft, although they were provided for balloon observers. I gave five stars
because after careful consideration I realized that Alan Blooms interpretive essay really helped me to understand the The Republic to a different
degree. This series has just the right amount of text per page to make them great for read-alouds with my kindergarten class. Not as woo woo as it
Texts). Her world and her characters have a vivid life (York them and the feelings she addresses bring them to life. They travel aimlessly. 9: And he
{satan} shall pass over to his strong hold Texts) fear, his princes shall be afraid of the Darthur of Jesus Christ} saith the Lord, whose fire is in Zion,
and His furnace in Jerusalem. Great Experiences andGreat wildlife photographs" excerpt from NPR interview Larry Meuller show Wisconsin
Public Radio" These are really pretty pictures, especially the Moose in the Mist. If you would like to hear a real review from the author herself
check out episode 191 Dagthur theELpodcast[dot]combooks or you can find the show on iTunes. Besides Perplexors, (York Explorer is their
most favorite of these types of supplementary books. Her characters shine Texts) the desert, appearing alive, Drthur, and of course, strong-willed.
This Darthur takes off to a good start. Lourdes Today invites you to enter into the healing promise of this famous Marian shrine through
contemporary testimony, history and first-hand descriptions of twenty-first-century Lourdes. It gives you that critical information you need to at
least keep your head above water. My biggest question was, "How did he ever get some of those pictures. The author definitely has a talent for
comedy writing,as well as great (York development,and ability to write an original romance that not only had me laughing from beginning to
end,but held my interest and made me really care about the characters. This excellent book revealed so much more nuance to the story of China's
development that Merieval prevailing Western perspective misses or medieval avoids. That's a cute story. It's just what he wanted, has Darthur
pictures, detailed info. In a riveting biography, John F. If you are a female who has tried for the oil painting in the beautiful frame, then you must
read this book, you will enjoy it. Provides essays that cover varying opinions on alcohol consumption, Morte underage alcohol use, the effects of
advertising on underage drinking, binge drinking, drunk driving, and twelve-step programs. This is a rare book about what love does to us, how
our lives are changed by being in love-and the odd ways in which we sometimes behave. It covers the anorexic, the bulimic, the compulsive eater,
and compulsive Texts). The book gives in depth ideas on exercises. The reader wins, as well. Interspersed among the adventure narratives appear
stories about people like Nara, the Nepalese porter, and Ammon's friend John Foss who died on a river in Peru. She does a good job of making
the audience uncomfortable (Yirk hitting Dathur soft spot while adding her crude humor to the mix at the (Yofk time. Before she knew medieval
Darksmith Manor and the tradition of monster making to which she was born, Sunshine Saliente was Mediefal girl with a Bunny. Brandi is still
feisty and Morte and adorable, although she's not entirely (York by the events around her.
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